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1080 stock 

solution



Some things don’t change



Some things change



Technology changes



Monitoring technology changes

WHS-approved 

foot ware



Theft-proof camera traps



Aerial survey developments

NB Flight suits & helmets



DNA: What management scale is needed?

50km

• Dingo Purity

~96% hybrids



 Manage the situation rather than the species

 For established invasive animals,

 Positive impacts (beneficial), maintain or increase their numbers & 

monitor

 Negative impacts (detrimental), decrease their numbers & monitor

 No impacts (neutral), do nothing & monitor

 Ecological & economic questions

Invasive animal management: Conceptually 

simple



 Human dimension is most complex

 Social science questions

Invasive animal management: Practically complex
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 Density:Damage/Yield relationships

 Density:Control cost relationships

 Invasion curve

Fundamentals



Relative economic/ ecosystem return
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Traditional invasion curve: established pests & weeds



 What is the relationship 

between wild dog density 

and damage?

Established Predator Research



 Survey of 120 landholders in North-east NSW 1984/85

 40% suffered damage

 Cost of control = saving 1 steer or 7 merino wethers

 No linear relationship between density index & damage suffered

 Reduce the likelihood of damage: control the population to below its 

rate of increase.

How much does it cost?



Revised invasion curve: Real suppression, then 

maintenance saves $ 

 kd= degraded carrying capacity

 T= threshold impact density below which it is uneconomical to act

 b= dynamic density (and high cost) at “asset protection” and lowered carrying 
capacity

 c= dynamic density (and low cost) at T

T

Big 

intervention



Achieving –ve r : Baiting survival & mortality

 Baits need to be:

 Available

 Attractive

 Palatable

 Ingested

 Toxic
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Blue line is a dog 
track log
White lines are aerial 
baiting lines



Issues of control tools

 Efficacy

 Practicality

 Risks & benefits to production 

animals

 Risks & benefits to domestic 

pets

 Risks & benefits biodiversity

 Risks & benefits humans

 Relative humaneness



Human dimensions of invasive animal 

management

 People have different

 Morals

 Ethics

 World views

 Values

 Attitudes

 Societies have 

 Different norms



Some ethical considerations of Invasive animal  
control

• Humans introduced these 

species

• Humans are responsible for
– Land stewardship

– Agricultural production  

• Wild rabbits are keystone 

species in native range

• Wild banteng cattle are 

endangered in their native 

range 



Wild dogs are spreading in NSW

1978



 New introductions

 Dingo sanctifiers

 Misuse of science

 Anti-1080 campaigns

 Compassionate conservation

 Polarisation into green & brown

Things to be wary of



Working in the olive green

Agriculture and Environment

Community

AgricultureEnvironment



People involved in
 Livestock production

 Conservation

 Forestry 

 Tourism

 Stewardship

 Community: Peri-urban, rural 

towns & villages



Start here Define the 

Problem

Build 

Equity & 

Capacity
Set Clear, 

Measurable 

Goals

Devise Action 

Plan with 

integrated 

control tools

Do it & 

MonitorEvaluate 

the data

Modify & 

progress
No change 

necessary

Raise 

capacity
Redefine 

problem

Revise 

goals

Revise 

actions

Strategic Invasive Management Cycle

Nil-tenure strategy



Political considerations: Politicians have different 

timeframes & objectives to managers
 Managers

 Outcomes focused

• What is the problem

• What do we do about it

• Who is affected

• Where are the effects

• What are the losses & 

costs

• Are things better

• Ongoing & seasonal cycles

 Politicians

 Output focussed: 

• How much was spent, 

• How many constituents 

benefited

• How many Ministerials they 

receive

• 12 month financial cycles

• 3-4 yr electoral cycles



A funding suggestion

 Financial year funding cycles 

are misaligned with biological & 

primary productivity cycles 

 Special Purpose Pest 

Management Rate

 Management Opportunity Rate



Adaptability: take advantages of the sunburnt 

country

Drought, Fire, Flood



And I thank you for watching


